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Katz centrality is a fundamental concept to measure the influence of a vertex in a social network. However,
existing approaches to calculating Katz centrality in a large-scale network is unpractical and computation-
ally expensive. In this paper, we propose a novel method to estimate Katz centrality based on graph sampling
techniques, which object to achieve comparable estimation accuracy of the state-of-the-arts with much lower
computational complexity. Specifically, we develop a Horvitz-Thompson estimate for Katz centrality by using
a multi-round sampling approach and deriving an unbiased mean value estimator. We further propose SAKE,
a Sampling based Algorithm for fast Katz centrality Estimation. We prove that the estimator calculated by
SAKE is probabilistically guaranteed to be within an additive error from the exact value. Extensive evalu-
ation experiments based on four real world networks show that the proposed algorithm can estimate Katz
centralities for partial vertices with low sampling rate, low computation time, and it works well in identifying
high influence vertices in social networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of social network platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, there is a
growing interest in network analysis and its applications in social networks. Network analysis is
often used to study some important network characteristics such as the degree distribution, the
strength of social ties, the average path length between vertices, and the community structure.
One of the most fundamental concepts in network analysis is vertex centrality, which is normally
measured by a real-value function to represent the significance and importance of a vertex in
the network [9]. Typical centrality measurements include degree centrality, closeness centrality,
betweenness centrality, and eigenvector centrality (i.e., PageRank [32]). In this paper, we focus on
Katz centrality [21], a special extension of the eigenvector centrality [7]. Unlike other centrality
measurements, Katz centrality measures the “influence” of a vertex by taking into account the
weighted sum of the walks between the node and the other nodes in the social network. As a
result, it can be used in a wide range of AI applications [22, 26], such as finding the most influential
users in a social network, forming theword-of-mouth effect, promoting the adoption of innovation,
widening the spread of public opinion, and viral marketing [35].
Katz centrality is introduced by Leo Katz in 1953. It computes the relative influence of a vertex
by measuring the number of walks from the vertex to the other vertices in the network multiplied






αk (Ak )i j , (1)
where A is the adjacency matrix of the network and α ∈ (0, 1) is the attenuation factor. The
definition in Eq. (1) is referred to as the original Katz centrality thereafter.
Computation of Katz centrality is non-trivial. According to the definition, the computation in-
volves matrix multiplication. For a graph with n nodes, the adjacency matrix A is a n × n matrix,
and the computational complexity of the exact Katz centrality isO(n3). A more efficient approach
is to solve a linear systemwhen the system is fairly small by using Cholesky decomposition, which
costs O(n2) [31]. Some approximation algorithms [14, 30] are developed based on iterative meth-
ods that respectively cost O(m + n) and O(km), where k is the number of limited walks,m is the
number of edges in the graph andm ∈ O(n2) in the worst case. For large scale network where the
number of edgesm can also be very large asmillions or billions and thus these approximationmeth-
ods may be still computationally expensive. What’s more, these methods need to be conducted by
going through the whole network to compute the approximate Katz values.
Based on such consideration, we seek to develop a novel approximate method using sampling
technique, with the objective of achieving much lower computational complexity than the state-of-
the-arts while retaining comparable estimation accuracy. Specifically, we sample small subsets of
vertices and edges from the social network, and use the sampled data to estimate the truncated Katz
centrality with limited number of walks. As shown in Eq. (1), the value αk goes to 0 as the number
of walks k goes to infinite, therefore the truncated Katz centrality will approach the original Katz
centrality with the increasing number of walks. Since the estimation is based on small subsets of
the original network, the proposedmethod is computationally efficient and practical for large-scale
networks.
We firstly develop a theoretical estimator for Katz centrality based on a multi-round graph sam-
pling approach. Using the Horvitz-Thompson theory [19], we prove that the proposed estimator is
an unbiased estimator of the Katz centrality (Theorem 4.1). We further propose SAKE, a Sampling
based Algorithm for Katz centrality Estimation. The main idea of SAKE is to use a random node
sampling design, and compute the Katz centrality estimator by counting the number of walks in the
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sampled subgraph. We prove that the estimated Katz centrality computed by SAKE is probabilisti-
cally guaranteed to be upper-bounded by an additive error from the exact value (Theorem 4.3 and
4.4). Moreover, we show that the computational complexity of SAKE isO(l(d−1) r2
n2
m+ls), where
r is the size of the sampled subset, s is the size of the successors set for the objective vertex and
l ,d are small constants, which is more efficient than the state-of-the-arts. We conduct extensive
evaluation experiments based on four datasets collected from real world social networks, which
show that SAKE achieves low mean relative error, and it is efficient in identifying high influence
vertices in social networks.
The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.
• We are the first to propose the idea and design of multi-round sampling technique. To the
best of our knowledge, using multi-round samples to approximate Katz centrality in the
original graph has not been found in the literature before, and our work address the funda-
mental problem of inferring global vertex centrality via graph sampling theory, which has
important implications in large-scale social networks.
• We propose an efficient algorithm called SAKE for Katz centrality estimation based on sam-
pling technique. The proposed algorithm has several advantages: (1) The proposed estimator
is proved to be unbiased in theory (Theorem 4.1 ); (2) The estimation error is guaranteed by a
provable bound with high probability (Theorem 4.3 and 4.4); and (3) The computational com-
plexity is O(l(d − 1) r2
n2
m + ls), where r is the size of the sampled subset, s is the size of the
successors set for the objective vertex and l ,d are small constants, which is more efficient
than the state-of-the-arts.
• The efficiency and feasibility of the proposed algorithm is verified by extensive experiments
based on four real world social networks. It is shown that the proposed algorithm runs up
to 10x faster than the baseline algorithms with comparable estimation accuracy.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Computation of Katz Centrality
Katz centrality is introduced by Leo Katz in 1953 to measure the relative influence of a vertex in
a network [21]. A few axioms for Eigenvector and Katz centralities have been proposed in [6, 41].
Katz centrality has been shown to be useful in ranking users in social networks [31] and searching
disease genes from gene expression and protein interaction networks [42].
For a graph with size n, Katz centrality can be calculated exactly by solving a linear system. In
this case the expression ((I − αAT )−1 − I)−→I can be used to obtain Katz centralities for all vertices.
Obtaining an exact solution via such direct methods is prohibitively computationally expensive,
since we are required to take the inverse of a matrix where the complexity isO(n3). If the system
is fairly small (meaning the n × n matrix I − αAT is not very large), we can calculate Katz values
exactly inO(n2) using Cholesky decomposition. But in real world we usually observe that graphs
of interest like Facebook are very large and sparse. Under such circumstances n2 is much larger
thanm wherem is the number of edges in the graph. Thus Foster et al. [14] presents anO(m + n)
vertex-centric heuristic algorithm for Katz centrality by aggregating information from neighbors
through iteration until a predefined number of rounds is reached. The algorithm performs well
and is widely used in many toolkits for complex network. Furthermore, an algorithm in [30] also
uses iterative method to approximate a special personalized variant of Katz centrality with cost of
O(km) by computing weighted counts of the number of walks from one vertex to all the vertices
in the graph where k is the number of limited walks. Another approximate algorithm [38] is pro-
posed for Katz ranking computation in a special case where α < 1/degmax. However, the existing
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approximation algorithms are mostly operated on the adjacency matrix A of the whole network,
which are inevitably computationally expensive for large networks with billions of vertices.
2.2 Social Network Sampling Techniques
Sampling techniques in social networks aim to obtain a smaller graph which can represent the
original network so that some useful results can be concluded from the subgraph. There has been
a rich literature in statistics, data mining and physics on estimating graph properties using a small
subsamples [3, 27, 34]. The works of [2, 3, 24, 27, 33] provide excellent surveys to graph sampling
methods. Many sampling methods are based on random crawls [24, 29], such as forest-fire sam-
pling, snowball sampling, and expansion sampling. As has been detailed in previous studies, these
methods tend to bias certain parts of the network [15, 23, 27, 34]. And especially for the global
centralities like betweenness and closeness centrality, the previous works [8, 10] demonstrate that
these centralities are sensitive to the sampling data. Thus obtaining an unbiased estimator of the
Katz centrality with a low sampling rate is non-trivial. Not only that, the paper of [39] claims that
different network sampling techniques are highly sensitive with regard to capturing the expected
centrality of nodes.
As a consequence, there are several attempts to correct the estimation error of sampling tech-
niques. For example respondent-driven sampling (RDS) is a widely used network samplingmethod
to reduce biases introduced by snowball sampling and other chain-referral methods [17, 43]. In
[11], the authors illustrate a statistical sampling theory based on Horvitz-Thompson estimation,
and suggest that various graph summaries are expressible in terms of the totals by examining per
objective unit.Thework of [34] analyze the estimation accuracy of degree distributions from graph
sampling. Also several works adopt sampling techniques to infer different network characteristics.
Wang et al.[40] describe a randomized approximation algorithm RAND for closeness centrality
in weighted graphs . The fast approximation of Betweenness centrality using VC-dimension the-
ory is proposed in [20, 36]. Fast calculation of clustering coefficient and many other properties by
sampling are proposed in [13, 16]. Provable approximation approach for degree distribution using
sublinear graph samples is further discussed in [12].
To the best of our knowledge, estimation of Katz centrality via sampling has not been addressed
in the literature. Our work makes the first attempt to develop a sampling based method to achieve
unbiased Katz centrality estimation.
3 NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
In this section we introduce the notations and definitions that will be used for analysis throughout
the paper. The notations used in the rest of the paper are summarized in Table 1.
Let G = (V ,E) be a graph, where V is the set of n vertices and E is the set ofm edges and R(i)
is the successors of vertex i . Denote the n×n adjacency matrixA ofG with entriesAi j = 1 if there
exits an edge from vertex i to j, and 0 otherwise.






αk (Ak )i j (2)
where d is the upper limit of the number of walks between a pair of vertices in the network. When
d → ∞, the above definition approaches the original Katz centrality.
Katz centrality quantifies the ability of a vertex to initiate walks around the network. The num-
ber of walks of length k from vertex i to j is (Ak )i j . Katz centrality of vertex i counts the number
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Table 1. Table of notations
Notation Description
m,n,A Nodes and edges number of graph G = (V ,E) with adjacency matrix A.
Ai j The element in the i row, j column of adjacency matrix A.
Katz(i) Katz centrality for vertex i .
R(i) The successors of vertex i .
α A fixed attenuation factor to penalize long walks.
Dki (G) Walks set in G from i with the length of walks k .
π
Sk
v The probability that a vertex v is included in Sk .
Sk The set of vertices in k-th sampling procedure ( S0 is the set of objective vertex).
I ,
−→
Ik I is an n × n identity matrix and
−→
Ik is a |Sk | × 1 vector of all 1s.
B(k) Adjacency matrix constructed from Sk−1 and Sk .
B[k ],b[k ] B[k ] is the product of the first k adjacency matrices and b[k ] = B[k ]−→Ik .
l ,d The calculating loops and maximum walks length
r Sampled vertices number in each process.
of closed walks beginning at vertex i , while penalizing long walks by multiplying a fixed attenu-
ation factor α ∈ (0, 1) for distant walk. Unlike the conventional definition of Katz centrality that
counts infinity walks, we consider Katz centrality with walks of maximum lengthd , which is more
practical and computable in real large-scale networks.
We denote Dki (G) (k = 1, 2, · · · ,d) as the set of all walks in graph G beginning from i with
the length of walks k . Note that the number of walks of length k from vertex i to j equals (Ak )i j .






















Aiv1Av1v2 · · ·Avk−1vk (4)
The term Aiv1Av1v2 · · ·Avk−1vk in the right part of the above equation is a 0-1 indicator repre-
senting whether there exists a walk from vertex i to vk with length k . According to the definition
of adjacency matrix, if the walk i → v1 → v2 → · · · → vk exists, Aiv1Av1v2 · · ·Avk−1vk equals 1,
and otherwise 0.
In this paper, we focus on computing a (ϵ,δ) − approximation of Katz(i) with the following
definition.
Definition 3.1 ((ϵ ,δ )-approximation). Given ϵ ,δ ∈ (0, 1), the estimator Katz(i) is a (ϵ ,δ )- approx-
imation of Katz(i) if it satisfies:
Pr(|Katz(i) − Katz(i)| ≤ ϵ) ≥ 1 − δ . (5)
4 KATZ CENTRALITY ESTIMATION
In this section, we propose the sampling approach and estimation algorithm for Katz centrality
estimation.
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4.1 Sampling and Estimation Method
According to the definitions in Eq. (3) and (4), to calculate
Dki (G)
, we need to compute the d-th
power of the n × n adjacency matrix A, which complexity is O(dn3). In this paper, we explore the
method of Katz centrality estimation based on sampling technique. The basic idea is to sample a
small subset of vertices and edges from G, based on which we can form an unbiased estimation
of Katz centrality for an objective vertex. The tool we use to estimate Katz centrality is Horvitz-
Thompson estimator, which is introduced in the following.
The Horvitz-Thompson estimator [19] is a method for estimating the total and mean of a popula-
tion from sampling. Suppose we have a populationU = {1, 2, · · · ,Nu } of Nu units, and with each
unit j ∈ U there is an associated value yj . Let τ =
∑
j yj be the total value of y’s in the population.
Let Us ⊂ U be an independent sample of ns distinct units from U . We observe yj for each j ∈ Us ,
and suppose under the given sampling design each unit j ∈ U has probability πj being included in






Inspired by the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, we derive an unbiased estimate for
Dki (G)
 as
follows. The key of deriving
Dki (G)
 is to estimate the number of walks from i with length k . To
achieve that, we develop a k-round sampling design. in this k-round sampling design, for each
round we sample a set of vertices S j (j = 1, · · · ,k) from V without replacement.
Let πSjv be the probability that a vertex v is included in S j during the sampling process. In order
to ease the notations in this work, we use piv1v2 ...vk = Aiv1Av1v2 · · ·Avk−1vk and πv1v2 ...vk =
πS1v1π
S2
v2 · · · π
Sk
vk . Thus, the value of
Dki (G)













The numerator piv1v2 ...vk = Aiv1Av1v2 · · ·Avk−1vk in the right part of Eq. (6) indicates the ex-
istence of a walk from vertex i to vk with length k in the sampling nodes, and the denominator




v2 · · · π
Sk
vk is used for correcting the bias according to Horvitz-Thompson esti-
mation. For the reason that the successors of objective vertex i are easy to obtain and there is no
need to estimate it, thus when k = 1 we can just select all the successors for vertex i as S1. Under




 without doubt. It means that at any time
D1i (G)
 is always equal to a constant |R(i)| which is the number of successors for vertex i . Based
on the k-round sampling design, for truncated Katz centrality, an estimate Katz(i) of Katz(i) can
be derived by
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We compute such estimate for l times and will obtain a series of values for Katz(i). We denote







The final estimator we propose forKatz(i) is themean valueKatz(i). And the following theorem
shows that Katz(i) is an unbiased estimation of Katz(i).
Theorem 4.1. To estimate truncated Katz centrality, if we adopt the d-rounds independent sam-
pling process S1, S2, · · · , Sd to construct the estimate Katz(i) as Eq. (7), and compute the final estima-
tor Katz(i) as Eq. (8) then we have E(Katz(i)) = Katz(i).
Proof. Firstly, we prove that 
Dki (G)
 is an unbiased estimate of
Dki (G)
. We introduce an 0-1
indicator to represent whether a vertex is included in the sampled set S j :
I(v ∈ S j) =
{
1, i f vertex v is included in S j
0, otherwise
(9)




































































In this formula, the second equation is because of
∑
vi ∈Sj Xvi =
∑
vi ∈V I(vi ∈ S j)Xvi for a vari-
able X ; the third equation is because of the linearity of the expectation; the fourth equation is
because of I(vi ∈ S j) for d sampling rounds are independent; and the fifth equation is because of
E(I(vi ∈ S j)) = π
Sj
vi .
Applying Eq. (7), Eq. (8) and Eq. (3), we have
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4.2 Sampling Based Katz Computation
We in this paper propose an approximation algorithm named SAKE, a Sampling based Algorithm
for Katz centrality Estimation. It computes an approximation for the Katz centrality for a set of
vertices in batch based on the estimator derived in Theorem 4.1.
Assume that S0 = {i} is the objective vertex that we want to estimate its Katz centrality. In each
calculation of the estimate Katz(i), to explore the network connectivity condition up to d hops,
we conduct d rounds of sampling and computation as follows. In the first sampling procedure we
select all the successors of the objective vertex i as S1 = {v(1)1 ,v
(1)
2 , · · · ,v
(1)
|R(i) |
}. While for the
k-th(k = 2, · · · ,d) sampling procedure, we generate vertices set Sk = {v(k)1 ,v
(k)




sampling from V with probabilities Pk = {π (k)1 ,π
(k)
2 , · · · ,π
(k)
|V |
}, where each element in Pk is the
probability that the corresponding vertex is included in Sk according to the sampling method. Note
that in the first sampling round, each corresponding probability in P1 is always equal to 1. In each
round, we construct an adjacency matrix B(k) based on Sk−1 and Sk (k = 1, · · · ,d), where the
element B(k)xy (x ∈ Sk−1,y ∈ Sk ) is 1 if there is an edge from x to y in the graphG, and 0 otherwise.
We further replace each number 1 in B(k)xy (x ∈ Sk−1,y ∈ Sk ) with number 1/π
(k)
y for the reason of
correcting bias. In this way, we can get d matrices B(k) (k = 1, 2, · · · ,d).
Fig. 1 illustrates a sampling process and the adjacency matrices. We refer to the graph structure
formed by a sampling process as a sampled graph. We define B[k ] =
∏k
j=1 B
(j) as the product of
the first k adjacency matrices. As illustrated in Fig. 1, B[k ] is a |S0 | × |Sk | matrix, where each row
in the matrix represents the number of walks from the objective vertex in S0 to the vertices in Sk .




x equals the estimator 
Dki (G)
 in
Eq. (6) where 
Dki (G)
 represents the total walks number from i to all vertices in Sk with length k
going through the selected nodes in S1, S2, ..., Sk−1. According to Theorem 4.1, each estimates for




In the above analysis, we do not place any restriction on the sampling methods and sampling
size. Theoretically, all the sampling methods and sampling sizes can fit the proposed Katz central-
ity estimator. However, in order to improve the computational efficiency, we should make two
simplifications in the sampling process: (1) We adopt the simple random sampling method and fix
the sampling probability for each node in the kth (k = 2, 3, ...,d) sampling round. The reason of
adopting node sampling is that the inclusion probability is always |Sk |/n for all vertices, which is
easier to derive comparing to other sampling methods like random walk and random edge sam-
pling. (2) We fix the number of sampled nodes in each round to r (in the first round the number is
|R(i)|). In this way the inclusion probability of each vertex can be always 1 for the first round, and
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⋯ |𝑺𝒌−𝟏| |𝑺𝒌| |𝑺𝟎| | |𝑺𝒌| 𝑩(𝟏)  𝑩(𝟐)  𝑩(𝒌)  𝑩[𝒌]  𝒃[𝒌]  
Fig. 1. Illustration of adjacency matrices in k-round sampling.
π = r
|V |
for the later sampling rounds. Therefore, the computation of the Katz estimator Katz(i)
can be simplified greatly.
From the analysis we can find that the basic algorithm runs for l loops, and in each loop, it
computes the multiplication of two matrices for d times. Thus, the procedure of two matrices
multiplication is repeated for ld times in total. While the procedure of multiplication is processed
generally between two matrices with sizes |S0 | · r and r · r which costsO(|S0 |r2). Therefore when
|R(i)| ≤ r , the total computation is O(ld |S0 | r2). Since l and d are small constants and |S0 | is the
number of objective vertices that is fixed, the computational complexity is O(r2). But sometimes
the complexity O(r2) is also larger than O(m) when the number of edges is small. Thus denoting
−→
Ik as |Sk | × 1 vector of all 1s and according to the process in Fig. 1, we can reformulate Katz(i) as:



















I2 + · · ·+ α
dB(1)B(2) · · ·B(d)
−→
Id
= αB(1)(αB(2)(αB(3)(· · · (αB(d)
−→








From the equation, we can find that for the estimation of Katz centrality, we just need to each
time calculate the product of a matrix and a vector which generally costsO(r2). What’s more when
using the Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) matrix data to represent B(·), it only needs considering
the non-zero elements in original matrices, namely the edges m in the graph. If we randomly
select one vertex respectively from two neighboring sampling process, the probability that there
exists one edge between them is m
n2
and the expectation of edges number is also m
n2
. Thus if we
randomly select r vertices respectively from two neighboring process, the expectation of the edges
number is m
n2
· r2 = r
2
n2
m. Therefore, the complex for the first d − 1 product processes can be
further reduced to O(l(d − 1) r2
n2
m). However the last product process costs O(ls) since S1 with
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m+ls) for the algorithm.Themethod to reduce complexity can be viewed as a variant
of the method from [14], where Foster et al. estimate Katz centrality iteratively by computing
partial sums with aggregating Katz values from the successors of vertices. The pseudo-code of
SAKE is illustrated in Algorithm 1. Given the fact that r ≪ n is the size of sampled vertex set and
the size of successors set for the objective vertex is generally small, the proposed SAKE algorithm
reduces the computational complexity of Katz centrality dramatically. Even though the algorithm
above only examines starting at a single vertex, our algorithm can be easily adapted to the case
starting at multiple vertices. Instead of repeating the process of the algorithm SAKE for times
independently to evaluate Katz Centralities of multiple objective vertices, we can construct the
matrics B(3),B(4), · · · ,B(k) only once and reuse them in each process.
Algorithm 1 SAKE(G, r ,d,α , i)
Input:
G : The original network
r : Number of vertices to be sampled in each process
d : The maximum number of walks
α : The attenuation factor
i : The objective vertex to estimate Katz centrality
Output:
Katz(i): The final estimator of Katz centrality
1: Let l be the number of loops needed to obtain the desired error bound
2: for t = 1, 2 · · · , l do
3: Katz[t ] = ESTIMATE_KATZ(G, r ,d,α , i)





ESTIMATE_KATZ(G, r ,d,α , i)
1: Let S0 = {i}
2: Select all the nodes from R(i) to form S1.
3: for k = 2, 3 · · · ,d do
4: Randomly sample r nodes from V with probability π to form Sk
5: Katz = −→0 with shape |Sd | × 1
6: for k = d,d − 1 · · · , 1 do
7: Construct matrices B(k) based on Sk−1 and Sk
8: Compute Katz = αB(k)(Katz + −→Ik )
9: return Katz
We adopt a repeat estimation approach to improve the estimation accuracy. According to The-
orem 4.1, the expectation of the mean of the Katz centrality estimates is equal to the true value,
therefore we repeat the estimation process for several times and take the mean as the estimation
value. When the estimation process is repeated for l times, we will show in theory that by care-
fully choosing the value of l , the estimation error can be bounded within an extent with high
probability.
Next we show that the estimation error of SAKE can be bounded to some extent by carefully
choosing the number of loops l .
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Theorem 4.2 (Hoeffding bound [18]). Ifx1,x2, · · · ,xk are independent random variables, where
at ≤ xt ≤ bt (1 ≤ t ≤ k), and µ = E[
∑













The Hoeffding bound provides a probabilistic bound for the mean of independent random vari-
ables, which can be applied to compute the error bound of the proposed SAKE algorithm as in
Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 4.3. Given a graphG withn vertices. Assume the SAKE algorithm runs l loops to estimate





, where Katz(i)t is the Katz estimator in the t-th loop. Let
∆ = max1≤t ≤l Katz(i)[t ], and r be the sample size in each sampling process in the sampled graph.
Let ξ = η∆ for ∀η > 0. If the number of loops l ∈ Ω( log r
η2
), then the estimation results in error
|Katz(i) − Katz(i)| ≤ ξ with high probability.
Proof. Since ∆ is the maximum value in l-time calculations of the estimate Katz(i), the ob-
served Katz centralities satisfy 0 ≤ Katz(i)t ≤ ∆ (t = 1, 2, · · · , l ) for all loops. Taking the l esti-
mators as random variables, we can apply the Hoeffding bound with xt = Katz(i)t , µ = Katz(i),
at = 0, and bt = ∆.
Theorem 4.1 has proved that E(Katz(i)) = Katz(i). Thus the probability of the difference be-
tween the estimated Katz centrality Katz(i) and the actual Katz centrality Katz(i) larger than ξ
is:







For ξ = η∆, if the number of loops l = log r
2η2
, then
Pr{|Katz(i) − Katz(i)| ≥ ξ } ≤ 2
r
.
Therefore, if l ∈ Ω( log r
2η2
), the estimation error is less than ξ with probability 1 − 2
r
. For a graph
with large number of sampling vertices or with higher sampling ratio, the probability approaches
1 when r increases. This proves the theorem. □
By letting ϵ = ξ and δ = 2
r
, it is easy to verify the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4. The estimator Katz(i) computed by the SAKE algorithm is a (ϵ ,δ )-approximation
of Katz(i).
4.3 Some other properties
There is something about the distribution of the estimates of Katz centrality that can be identified.
That is the distribution of the estimate Katz(i) approaches normal distribution when |Sk |(k =
1, 2, · · · ,d) is large enough. Thus we in the following prove the theorem.
Theorem 4.5. The distribution of the estimate Katz(i) approaches normal distribution when using
simple random sampling in each sampling procedure and |Sk |(k = 1, 2, · · · ,d) is large enough.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, we turn to the basic unit Dki (G) for 1 ≤ k ≤ d . As
Eq. (4), we regard the indicator Aiv1Av1v2 · · ·Avk−1vk as an independent variable piv1v2 ...vk with
value 0 and 1 where 1 means really existing the walk i → v1 → v2 → · · · → vk in G and 0
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otherwise. When using simple random sampling, in each sampling procedure the probability of




v2 · · · π
Sk




. Thus if we totally select
∏k











j=1 |S j |
(11)
According to classical central limit theorem, piv1v2 ...vk approaches normal distribution when
the number of selected walks
∏k
j=1 |S j | is large enough.
Therefore, when 2 ≤ k ≤ d the estimate 
Dki (G)


































j=1 |S j |
= |R(i)|nk−1 · piv1v2 ...vk
(12)











For the reason that α |R(i)|, |R(i) |
n
and (αn)k are constants and each round of sampling is inde-
pendent, Katz(i) also approaches normal distribution.
□
Building uponTheorem 4.5, we can derive some other properties for loops l by using confidence
interval analysis theory. Under some condition of confidence, the width of confidence interval
for the expectation of Katz(i) is something to do with the number of samples, namely loops l ,
the standard deviation σ and the mean value µ for these samples according to the calculation of
confidence interval. Therefore when the mean value µ is fixed, if the standard deviation σ gets
larger or the number of samples l gets smaller, the length of the interval will get wider. On the
other hand, if the we use more samples namely l , the error will become smaller and if we adopt
larger number of vertices to be sampled in each process r , we would get smaller standard deviation
for the normal distribution and the error will also become smaller. These properties are verified in
the following experiments in the next section.
5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we do some empirical experiments to reveal the characteristics of our Algorithms.
At first we explore the errors of a set of randomly selected vertices. And then in the second part we
illustrate the precision of estimated value for Katz centrality with the parameters l and r changing.
Finally, we show the ability of the proposed algorithm to preserve the vertex rankings.
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5.1 Datasets
Table 2. Statistics of Datasets
Name Type Nodes Edges
Livemocha [1] Undirected 104,103 2,193,083
Pokec [37] Directed 1,632,803 30,622,564
Livejournal [25] Undirected 5,204,176 49,174,464
Wikipedia [4] Directed 18,268,992 172,183,984
The experiments are conducted on four real world networks: (1) Livemocha [1]: social network of
an online language learning community where nodes represent users and edges represent friend-
ships. (2) Pokec [37]: Pokec is the most popular online social network in Slovakia where nodes
represent users and edges represent relationship. (3) Livejournal [25]: This is the social network
of LiveJournal users and their connections where nodes represent users and edges represent con-
nections. (4) Wikipedia [4]: The network is the hyperlink network of Wikipedia, as extracted in
DBpedia. Nodes are pages and edges correspond to hyperlinks.
Before applying these graphs we remove all self-loops in the sampled graphs. What’s more we
drop all isolated nodes in the sampled graphs for the reason that their Katz centralities are always
0. The statistics of these networks after data cleaning are summarized in Table 2. These datasets
including directed and undirected graphs are chosen to represent the typical networks from dif-
ferent domains in real world. Such diversity allows a more comprehensive study of the proposed
algorithm in the face of varying network topologies with different types of social relationships.
5.2 Experimental Setup
We firstly present the setup of default system parameters. The number of walks is set to d = 6 by
default. The attenuation factor α = 0.85
∥A ∥2
according to the literature [5, 30] where ∥A∥2 denotes
the 2-norm of matrix A. The number of loops is set to l = 20, which is an empirical value from
the experiments. We use ra to denote the sampling ratio for each round, i.e., ra = r/n, where r is
the number of vertices to be sampled in each process and n is the size of the original graph. The
default sampling ratio is set to 0.01, that is, only 1% of the total vertices are used in each process
for Katz centrality estimation. In each configuration, the experiments are repeated for 20 times to
obtain the mean value and error bars. We apply Algorithm 1 to estimate the Katz centralities of a
set of random vertices in the networks.
For the reason that generally there is obvious big difference among Katz centrality of vertices,
it’s not so effective to take absolute metrics into consideration. The main metric we use for evalu-
ation isMRE (Mean Relative Error). In general, the relative error is defined as the ratio of absolute
error to the truth, namely RE = |measured value−true value |
true value
. Here the true value is the original
Katz centrality computed using the whole graph G. The MRE is the mean of RE for a number of
measurements. The experiments are conducted on a personal computer in Python 3.6.5 with Intel
Xeon E5-2620 v2 2.10GHz CPU and 64GB memory, running 64-bit CentOS Linux 7.2.
The baseline algorithms we choose to compare with came from the literature [14] by Foster
et al. and [30] by Nathan et al. and therefore we refer them as Foster and Nathan respectively
hereinafter:
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Foster is widely used in many complex network toolkits such as NetworkX 1 and it estimates
Katz centrality iteratively through computing partial sums of values from neighbors vertex by
vertex and the formulation format is xi = α
∑n
j=1Ai jx j + 1. In the algorithm the number of
iteration means the maximum walks from objective vertices.
Nathan is an approximate method proposed to calculate personalized Katz centrality using
weighted counts of the number of walks from one objective vertex for all the vertices in the graph.
It iteratively counts walks from the objective vertex with walks from 1 to d , and then respectively
computes the sum of total walks numbermultiplied by related power of attenuation factorα , which





. This algorithm Nathan can only calculate Katz centrality
for one vertex at a time.
According the pseudo codes of Foster andNathanwhich have been attached in appendix, they
both have two parametersd and α . For Foster,d is the number of iterationsmeaning themaximum
walks from source vertices. Thus the parameter is set to the same as the parameter d in SAKE. α is
the attenuation factor, and its value is set to the same as SAKE. Similarly, for algorithm Nathan,
the maximum walk length d and the attenuation factor α are set to the same value as SAKE for
fair comparison.
5.3 Numerical Results



































































Fig. 2. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of Katz centrality for different number of walks.
5.3.1 Convergence of Katz centrality. We first show how the truncated Katz centrality converges
to the original Katz centrality when the number of walks d increases. Fig. 2 shows the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of Katz centrality for the number of walks d varying from 1 to 6. We
display the situations for four datasets. For convenience, we enlarge a specific part of the figures
in order to see the trend for increasing walks clearly. When the number of walks is 1, it’s the well
known power law distribution for degree centrality. From the four figures, we can see that the
CDF of Katz centrality with 1 walk (similar to degree centrality) has visible difference from the
Katz with larger walks. More vertex are gathering in low value (0-1) than those with larger walks.
But with the number of walks increases, the aggregation interval for Katz values are gradually
moving to a larger interval. With the increase of walks, the CDFs are gradually approach to the
original Katz, and the differences are getting smaller and smaller. When the walk is 6, we can see
that the CDF almost coincides that of the original Katz. The result of these experiments proves
our argument that the value of the truncated Katz centrality in Eq. (2) approaches the value of the
original Katz centrality in Eq. (1) as d increases, which also ensures our motivation to calculate
truncated Katz centrality.
1https://networkx.github.io
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(c) MREs of four datasets
Fig. 3. Estimation performance for random vertices.
5.3.2 Estimation performance. We show the estimation performance in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) compares
the deviation between the estimated value and the ground truth in a normalized scale (0, 1). It
shows that all points are in or near the diagonal line, which means that the estimation is relatively
accurate. Fig. 3(b) shows the log(MRE)s varyingwith the number of walksd . From the figure, when
the walks increases, the log(MRE)s decreases linearly, which means that MRE decreases exponen-
tially and as a consequence, the increasing d can improve the estimation accuracy significantly.
Fig. 3(c) compares the MREs of estimation in different datasets. It shows that the MRE values are
below 0.05 for all datasets. The datasets Livejournal has lowerMREs around 0.01. According to the
error bars in Fig. 3(c), the deviations of errors are small for all datasets.
5.3.3 Comparison with baselines. In this section we report the performance of our algorithm in
comparison with two baseline algorithms Foster andNathan based on four datasets. We compute
the Katz centrality values for top 100 vertices using the three algorithms under varying parameter
settings. For the proposed SAKE algorithm, we vary the sampling ratio ra in (0.005, 0.01, 0.015),
the maximum walks d in (4, 5, 6), and the loops number l in (10, 15, 20). We compare the running
time (unit: second) and accuracy (MRE) in this experiment. The results are shown in Table 3.
According to Table 3 , we have the following results.
(1) When comparing the running time, the proposed SAKE algorithm is much lower than the
baseline algorithms Foster andNathan in different parameter settings.The running time of SAKE
scales linearly with the increasing ofd, ra , l . In most cases, SAKE runs 2× to 10× faster than that of
Foster. The running time of Nathan is much longer than both Foster and SAKE, which is mainly
because the algorithm can only calculate Katz centrality for one vertex at a time. Compared with
Nathan, SAKE accelerate the running time up to 100×, which is a great improvement and more
efficient in large-scale social networks calculation.
(2) Regarding the comparison of estimation accuracy, the MREs of the three algorithms are close
in different parameter settings. The MREs of Foster and Nathan are the same since they both use
the whole graph for estimation.TheMREs of SAKE decrease when the values of parametersd, ra , l
increase. When parameters l and ra are small, the MREs of SAKE are slightly larger than those
of Foster and Nathan, but when l = 20 and ra = 0.01, the accuracy of SAKE is comparable
with the baselines where the differences are within 0.01. In some cases (l = 20, ra = 0.01,d = 4;
l = 20, ra = 0.015,d = 4 and l = 20, ra = 0.015,d = 5 in Livemocha), the MREs of SAKE are
lower than those of the baselines.
5.3.4 Influence of the parameters. In this section, we will analyze the influence of the parameters
d, l , r on the performance of algorithm SAKE. The Fig 4 show the performance under varying
parameters, note that the default value of them are l = 20, ra = 0.01,d = 6.
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Table 3. Comparisons of baseline algorithms in running time and MRE
Livemocha Pokec





Nathan 415.410 0.050 Nathan 1356.767 0.076
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 3.697 0.052
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 21.659 0.088
l = 20, ra=0.01 6.405 0.047 l = 20, ra=0.01 35.830 0.082
l = 20, ra=0.015 8.806 0.044 l = 20, ra=0.015 49.515 0.079
l = 10, ra=0.01 3.177 0.069 l = 10, ra=0.01 12.737 0.131
l=15, ra=0.01 4.796 0.055 l=15, ra=0.01 19.021 0.121





Nathan 639.903 0.025 Nathan 4196.175 0.052
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 4.157 0.033
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 26.308 0.076
l = 20, ra=0.01 7.341 0.029 l = 20, ra=0.01 44.418 0.060
l = 20, ra=0.015 9.967 0.022 l = 20, ra=0.015 61.726 0.059
l = 10, ra=0.01 3.598 0.039 l = 10, ra=0.01 23.011 0.080
l=15, ra=0.01 5.409 0.028 l=15, ra=0.01 34.527 0.071





Nathan 868.772 0.012 Nathan 7541.538 0.040
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 4.621 0.035
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 31.693 0.078
l = 20, ra=0.01 8.121 0.022 l = 20, ra=0.01 54.236 0.048
l = 20, ra=0.015 11.058 0.018 l = 20, ra=0.015 75.792 0.047
l = 10, ra=0.01 4.020 0.031 l = 10, ra=0.01 28.341 0.079
l=15, ra=0.01 6.037 0.023 l=15, ra=0.01 42.447 0.067






Nathan 6330.910 0.074 Nathan 4061.188 0.068
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 79.316 0.103
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 167.043 0.079
l = 20, ra=0.01 129.297 0.086 l = 20, ra=0.01 252.906 0.078
l = 20, ra=0.015 171.935 0.079 l = 20, ra=0.015 356.900 0.073
l = 10, ra=0.01 63.500 0.099 l = 10, ra=0.01 128.661 0.083
l=15, ra=0.01 94.910 0.088 l=15, ra=0.01 186.060 0.078





Nathan 16316.011 0.043 Nathan 17204.390 0.045
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 95.346 0.067
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 220.062 0.070
l = 20, ra=0.01 157.417 0.058 l = 20, ra=0.01 331.663 0.053
l = 20, ra=0.015 210.745 0.048 l = 20, ra=0.015 461.651 0.052
l = 10, ra=0.01 81.493 0.074 l = 10, ra=0.01 176.424 0.064
l=15, ra=0.01 121.867 0.070 l=15, ra=0.01 263.794 0.058





Nathan 27497.019 0.026 Nathan 36260.968 0.030
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 114.723 0.042
SAKE
l = 20,ra=0.005 268.315 0.065
l = 20, ra=0.01 192.266 0.038 l = 20, ra=0.01 406.204 0.046
l = 20, ra=0.015 259.780 0.037 l = 20, ra=0.015 547.171 0.041
l = 10, ra=0.01 100.244 0.063 l = 10, ra=0.01 219.086 0.056
l=15, ra=0.01 150.163 0.040 l=15, ra=0.01 319.054 0.050
l=20, ra=0.01 192.266 0.038 l=20, ra=0.01 406.204 0.046
Fig. 4(a) shows the performance of SAKE with l varying from 1 to 20. With the increasing of
loops, the MREs of all datasets declines gradually. It is shown that when l ≥ 5, the downtrend
becomes slow, which implies the algorithm converges. Increasing the value of l can improve the
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Fig. 4. Comparison of MRE under varying parameters.
estimation accuracy, but the computation cost increases as well. In the experiments, we test l for
different values to show the results, and we set l = 20 by default unless explicitly specified.
Fig. 4(b) shows the accuracy under different sampling ratios varying from 0.001 to 0.02. When
the sampling ratio increases, the value of MRE declines gradually at the beginning, and then de-
creases slowly for sampling ratio larger than 0.005. This implies that sampling a small portion of
vertices from the original network yields good approximation result. For larger sampling ratio,
some datasets achieve very lowMRE smaller than 0.03. However, larger sampling ratio will lead to
longer running time, therefore we choose sampling ratio ra as 0.01 for trade-off of efficiency and
accuracy.
Fig. 4(c) shows the influence of the maximum number of walks d varying from 2 to 6. Similar
with the analysis in Fig. 3(b), when the walks increases, theMREs decreases dramatically. When d
increase to 6, the MREs decrease below 0.05. Thus d = 6 is a sufficient choice for the algorithm.
5.3.5 Ability of preserving vertex rankings. We further explore the ability of the proposed algo-
rithm to preserve the vertex rankings, i.e., whether the ranking orders of vertices’ Katz centralities
are preserved in sampling based estimation. Table 4 compares Jaccard, Precision, MAP, and nDCG,
which are well-known performance metrics in recommendation system [28]. It is shown that the
vertices’ Katz centrality rankings for top 100 are well preserved with the proposed algorithm. The
precision is higher than 97% for all dataset, which means more than 97% high Katz centrality ver-
tices are correctly identified in the top 100 results.
Table 4. The ability of preserving vertex rankings (top 100).
Dataset Jaccard Precision MAP nDCG
Livemocha 0.970 0.985 0.997 0.997
Pokec 0.980 0.995 0.998 0.998
Livejournal 0.990 1.000 0.998 0.999
Wikipedia 0.951 0.975 0.992 0.992
6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Katz centrality is an important concept to measure the influence of a vertex in a social network.
In this paper, we combined sampling technique with approximation analysis to develop an algo-
rithm SAKE, which can estimate Katz centrality based on a small set of samples from the network.
The estimation was proved to be unbiased, and the estimation error could be bounded with high
probability. Extensive experiments based on four real social networks showed that SAKE achieved
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low estimation error and low complexity, and it performed well in identifying the most influential
vertices in social networks.
This paper takes the first step towards the design of efficient algorithm for Katz centrality esti-
mation with accuracy guarantee.What’s more, the following possible improvements to the current
approach may be considered in the future.
• First, the method to estimate Katz centrality is through constructing an unbiased estimator.
The estimation relies on d-round random nodes sampling processes which need to examine
all links between two vertices sets. One reasonable thought is that we may take the combi-
nation of node and edge sampling into consideration in order to reduce the complexity of
examining links and find a more concise calculation method. However, designing a hybrid
sampling method with theoretical guarantee is difficult. Therefore exploring more efficient
sampling method and their theoretical bounds will be our future work.
• Second, most of the time, we want to find a set of high Katz centrality nodes without caring
their actual centrality values. Thus a novel research problem is to find the top-k high rank
nodes from the social graph regarding their Katz centralities. Our future study will focus on
the rank estimation for Katz centrality in large-scale social networks.
• Third, generally speaking Katz centrality is similar to Google’s PageRank and to the eigen-
vector centrality. From the view of vertex-centric heuristic method in [14], Katz centrality
can be formulate as xi = α
∑n
j=1Ai jx j +1. While Eigenvector centrality has the similar cal-
culating form as xi = 1λ
∑n
j=1Ai jx j (λ is eigenvalue) which is also a measure of the influence
of a node in a network. It assigns relative scores to all nodes in the network based on the
concept that connections to high-scoring nodes contribute more to the score of the node in
question than equal connections to low-scoring nodes. PageRank is more famous than Katz
and Eigenvector centralities because of its success in ranking web pages. It has the original







i=1Aji . We can easily find that these
three formulations have similarities in form. Due to the similarities of different centrality
measures, the methodology for Katz estimation can also be extended to these centralities
in large-scale networks. In the future studies, we aim to develop a more general centrality
estimation method based on sampling of adjacency matrix.
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APPENDIX
The pseudocodes of baselines are shown as follows:
Algorithm 2 Foster(G,d,α , S)
Input:
G : The original network
d : The number of iterations
α : The attenuation factor
S : The objective vertices to estimate Katz centralities
Output:
M : The map of estimated Katz centralities
1: for v in G do
2: map[v] = 1
3: for k = 1, 2 · · · ,d do
4: for v in G do
5: new_map[v] = 0
6: for v in G do
7: for nbr in successor(v) do
8: new_map[v]+ =map[nbr ]
9: for v in G do
10: new_map[v] = new_map[v] · α + 1
11: map = new_map
12: for i in S do
13: M[i] =map[i]
14: returnM
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Algorithm 3 Nathan(G,d,α , S)
Input:
G : The original network
d : The maximum number of walks
α : The attenuation factor
S : The objective vertices to estimate Katz centralities
Output:
M : The map of estimated Katz centralities
1: for i in S do
2: walks = n × k array initialized to 0
3: map[i] = 1
4: while j < d do
5: for v inmap do
6: count =map[v]
7: for nbr in precursor(v) do
8: map[nbr ]+ = count
9: for v inmap do
10: walks[v][j] =map[v]
11: j+ = 1
12: c = 0
13: for j = 1 : n do
14: for k = 1 : d do
15: c+ = αk+1 ∗walks[j][k]
16: M[i] = c
17: returnM
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